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ABSTRACT 

Recent results on the J/\/>, t(1440), and 0(1690) from the Crystal Ball, DM2, 
and Mark HI collaborations are presented together with preliminary results on 
charmonium states from the CERN-ISR R704 experiment. The J / 0 two-body 
decays into a vector and a pseudoscalar meson are discussed; these results provide 
information about the quark content of the n and rf and are relevant to models 
in which these states are mixed with glueballs. New spin-parity determinations 
of the t(1440) and 0(1690) are presented, as well as several recent branching ratio 
measurements including evidence for the decay 0(1690) -» ir + i r - . 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The number of physics results produced by the different experiments that have recently 
taken data at the J/ij> energy :*. • + e ~ storage rings is so large that it is impossible to review 
all of them in a short amount of time. For this reason, i have selected a limited number of 
topics: 

• Measurements of the J/j> -» Vector+Pseudoscalar branching ratios (Mark HI); partic
ularly interesting numbers which can be used to evaluate the non-strange and strange 
quark content of the IJ and tj' paeudoscalar mesons. 

• I(1440): I will present a new spin-parity analysis of the J/^> —* fKsK*** channel 
(Mark III) together with recent results on the radiative decay modes t -» ")p°, t -»-/$, 
and 1 - • fu> (Crystal Ball, DM2, Mark in). 

• 4(1690): The result of a recent spin-parity analysis of the J / 0 —» *tK+K~ channel , 
several new upper limits and branching ratio measurements are presented (Crystal Ball, 
DM2, Mark III). Evidence for its w+jr~ decay mode has been obtained for the first time 
(Mark 111). 

« x(3510), x(3555). and rjc(2980): The last CERN-ISR experiment (R704) has measured 
the pp partial widu. of the x(3510) and x(35S5), and the product of branching ratios 
B{rtc -» pp) x B(pc -+ It)-

Large data samples were required to obtain the preceding results: Crystal Ball collected 
2.2 x 10 s J/il>\ DM2: 8 x 10 s of which 4.4 x 10* were analyzed at the time of this talk, and 
Mark in: 2.7 x 10 6. 

The four diagrauis believed to be mainly responsible for the decay of the J/i/r are shown 
in Fig. 1. Their relative contributions to the J/ijj width aie approximately in the ratios 
65:30:5:1. 
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Figure 1. e) Three gluon annihila
tion, b) Electromagnetic decay pro
ceeding via cc annihilation into one 
photon, c) Electromagnetic decay 
into a final state of one photon and 
two gluon color singlet, d) Magnetic 
dipole transition to the TJC(2980). 
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2, J/yp -* VECTOR + PSEUDOSCALAR DECAYS 

The branching ratios for the decay J /^ ~*Vector+Pseudoscalar, recently measured by 
the Mark III, are given in Tab.l. Several new decays are observed, including two purely 
electromagnetic (isospin violating) modes, p°r) and UT". The 3-gluan and the single-photon 
annihilations (Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b) are the two lowest order processes that contribute to these 
decays. La the following, possible contributions from doubly di?.->nnected diagrams, tike the 
one shown in Fig. 3c where an as pair recoils against a non-strange pair, will be neglected 
(OZI rule1). This assumption is justified by the observation of the Jji> -» w/ and J/i> —• <f>f 
decay modes and the absence of J/$ -» oif and J / 0 —» <fif. The suppression of the doubly 
disconnected diagrams is also apparent in Tab. 1; the branching ratio for <fnc° is much smaller 
than that for awr". 

Table 1. J/jp -* V + P branching ratios (prelim
inary). Upper limits axe given at the 90% confi
dence level; first measurements are shown in ital
ics. 

Decay Mode Branching Ratios 
(xl(T 3 ) 

pit 13.3 ± 0.2 ± 2.2 
K'*K~ +c.c. 5.1 ± 0 1±0.5 
K'"K' + c.c. 4.1 ±0.1 ±0.5 

UTj 1.9 ±0.2 ±0.3 
bit]' 0.37± 0.09 ± 0.07 
<t>T) 0.68 ± 0.06 ± 0.09 
4>j 0.37 ± 0.06 ±0.06 
P'V 0.17 ±0.02 ±0.04 
PW <0.1 
UTt" 0.67 ±0.06 ±0.11 
«\»* < O.013 

In this picture, the quark content of the vector and pseudoacalar mesons are fuily corre
lated. Then, we expect, assuming the vector mesons to be ideally mixed, the partial width 
T(J/$ -* WIJ) and r (J /0 -• 4v) to be respectively proportional to the non-strange, JKJ, and 
strange, YJ, quark content* of the TJ. Thus, the J/jf> — V+P decays allow us to determine the 
quark content of the 17 and IJ' —a step towards an understanding 01 the pseudoscalar masses 
and mixing angle. 

The J/i> —* V + P amplitudes can be expressed in terms of 

g = SU(3) symmetric strong amplitude 
e = Electromagnetic amplitude. 

Their contributions to a specific channel are obtained through a standard SU(3) calculation3 

that gives the result shown in Tab. 2. The known SU(3) violation has been taken into account 
by a pure octet SU(3) breaking term. This is equivalent to reducing g by a fixed amount A 
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for each strange quark in the final state and to multiplying the electromagnetic amplitude 
contributions, which are proportional to the quark magnetic moment p, by different functions 
of x = ~ = ^ , where m, and mu are the strange and aon-sti-ange quark masses. 

(o) 

J/f J n n r v \ ( 

Figuvi 2. Main contributions to 
the J/tf -* V + P decays: a) 3-
ghion and b) single-photon anni
hilation. Neglected contributions: 
c) doubly disconnected diagrams. 

As the J/i/> —> fi'jr" and J/lj> —• ortj amplitudes are identical Up to a coefficient X^, after 
phase spa.ee correction, the ratio of their branching ratios4 is 

B(J/i/> -> tj>?) _ 
B( J/ty -»/?*') 

Similarly, 
B(J/4> 
B(JW -»urr') -v 

(1) 

(2) 

The values of Xj}, X°, and Yj/Y£ derived from (1) and (2) and similar equations are given 
in Tab. 3. The X* values obtained from the 3-giuon annihilation dominated decays, p'sr", WIJ, 
and wrf, are in good agreement with those obtained from the purely electromagnetic decays, 
wir% p°ij, and p°»j'. 

Fitting the measured branching ratios with the set of amplitudes given in Tab. 2, we can 
determine all of the parameters: \g\, \k\, |«|, ^(relative phase between {g, h) and e), the X'e, 
and the Vs. The result is given In Tab. 4 and presented in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b. 
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Table 2. J/\f> -*V + P amplitudes. 

Decay Mode Amplitude 
^ + jr~!,»V;/»~ir + g +« 
K,JrK-,K-K+ g -h+e-(2- x) 
K^^K-'K0 g -h-2t{^) 

WIJ (ff +«)* , 
Wlj" (g +e)X n. 
<frl (ff-2fc-2ex)y n 

*?' ( 9 - 2 f e - 2 e i ) l V 
p'n 3«JT, 
P Y 3<X,. 
WJT° 3« 
W 0 

Table 3. Quark Content of the i? and V 
determined from simple ratios. The upper 
limit Is given at the 90% confidence level. 

Ratio Coefficient 
Wlf 

JV1 X$ = 0.48 ±0.11 

aP1 XJ = 0.28 ± 0.09 
X$, = 0.12 ± 0.04 

X*. < 0.21 

9n ^ = 0.73 ± 0.19 

Table 4. Result of the global fit. 

\g\ = 1.18 ± 0.06 |Jf„ | = 0.64 ±0.06 
|A|= 0.26 ±0.07 |y, | = 0.84 ±0.12 
|e| = 0.14 ± 0.02 IX,-1 = 0.34 ± 0.05 
1 = 1.30 ±0.14 PV| = 0.72 ±0.12 

The parameter * = £ was fixed at 0.62 s. A 15% change of its value does not affect the result 
significantly. Note that the measured SU(3) breaking |fc|/|ff| is equal to 22% and that the 
relative contribution of the single photon and 3-gluon annihilation diagrams is |e | / | j | at 12%. 
Adding the non-strange and strange quark contents, we get 

XJ+r,' = l.l±0.2 
(3) 

Xj|, + Y*. = 0.63 ± 0.18. 

The A V. and Y'B can also be determined from the radiative decay widths of the vector 
mesons and the two-gamma widths of the pseudoscalar mesons;2'6 these constraints are shown 
in Fig- 3c and Fig. 3d, 
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Figure 3. Constraints on X and Y : a) and b) from J/yp direct 
decays c) and d) from radiative transitions. iji(fj.) shows the 
quark content expected for a pure singlet r}' (octet i;). The 10" 
pseudoscalar mixing angle predictions are also shown. 

Although both determinations agree on the IJ quark contents, there seems to be a dis
agreement on the value of \X^\. However, each one of the three evaluations of \Xq>\—derived 
respectively from the 17' —» t^", TJ' —> fbi°, and tj' —» t t partial widths—depends upon one 
number, T{r)' —• -77), which was used in the calculation of the JJ' total width . 8 Thus, if 
r(r ; ' —* tl) were to change by 25%, the results would agree. 

The usual 10° pseudoscalar mixing angle corresponds to |X„i | = 4 - , value inconsistent with 
both the radiative transition and the J/rp decay constraints. As the strange and non-strange 
quark contents of the rj' do not add up to one, it can be mixed with a third pseudoscalar. If, 
as suggested in Bome theoretical models, it is the iota, the decays Jjr}> —• ut, or J/ij> —* <j>i 
or both should be observed. The iota radiative decay widths, which depend Btrongly on its 
quark content, provide another check of this possible mixing. 

3. IOTA (1440) 

The present experimental status of the (.(1440) is summarized in Tab. 5. Although the 
new mass and branching ratio determinations agree with the previous measurements, the 
width appears to be significantly larger. If a "tf-cut", m{KK) < 1.125 GeV, is applied to the 
Mark III data, the 1 mass decreases by about 2Q MeV. 

The KKv effective mass spectra observed in J / 0 radiative decays are shown in Fig. 4a 
and Fig. 4b. They aje characterized by a huge iota signal and very little background, allowing 
a definitive spin-parity determination. 
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Table 5. i(1440) present experimental status. New measurements appear 
in italics. 
Collaboration Decay Mass Width B(Jf4,^lt)x 

Mode (MeV) (MeV) B{i - KRif) 
Mark II7 KsK*** 1440±£ En+30 °"-20 (4.3 ±1.7)10-* 

Crystal Ball8 K+K-*° 1440+» °°-30 (4.0±0.7±1.0)10~ s 

Markm KsK*** 1456 ±10 95 ±7 (5.0±0.5±0.7)11T 3 

K+K-*" 1460 ±10 103 ±10 
DM29 KsK*** 1474 ±15 76 ±16 

1.4 I.a 1.8 2.0 
m ( K s K V ) (GeV) 

~ 60 
<M 
O 
d 
W 40 <n 

20 

1.2 

1 fp 1 1 
(b) " 

\A 1.6 1.8 

m{K*K"Tr°) (GeV) 

2.0 

Figure 4. J / 0 — -^iTsr: /fifJT ef
fective mass spectrum (Mark III ). 

3.1 SPIN AND PARITY 

Some time ago, the Crystal Ball performed a partial-wave analysis of the K+K~r" system 
which included five contributions:8 

i—t Sir 
t -» K'K + c.c. 

(J^ = 0-,1+) 
( J p = 0- , l+) 
(phase space) 
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The spin parity assignment 0~ was preferred over 1 + , and at the 90% confidence level 

B(L - . Sir) 
B[k - K"R + c.c.) + B{t. -* for) 

> 0.75, 

where * -> KK. As B{S -» n*)/B(6 --* KK) =: 0.23 - 1 .3 , 1 0 the decay sequence J / 0 - • f t , 
i —» Sir, 6 —» >7jr should be observed. The Mark III does not and quotes the following upper 
limit: 

B{J/il> - Tt) • B{L -+ $***) • B(6± -» i j i r T ) : 3.9 x 10 _ * at 90% C.L., 

to be compared with the expected 6 X 10~ 4 to 3 x 10~ 3 . 

Because of the different assumptions which went into the partial-wave analysis, a spin-
parity determination which measures J with no assumptions about the two-body decay 
properties of the iota and gives visual evidence supporting the Jp assignment ia desirab.<s. Such 
an analysis has been performed by Mark III; the Berman-Jacob technique 1 1 used compares 
the distributions of the following angles (see Fig. 5): 

• ft, = angle between the beam and radiative photon directions 

• 0 = angle between the normal to the iota decay plane and the iota direction in its center 
of mass system 

• a = azimuthal angle of the normal to the iota decay plane in the iota center of mass 
system with resptct to the iota production plane 

to the predicted distributions given in Tab. 6. 

KKw system 
decay plane 

Figure S. The angle? used in the iota Jp 

analysis. 

Table 6. Predicted angular distributions. The 1 + and 1" predictions 
have been integrated over a. 

Spin-Parity Angulor Distribution 
o-
1+ 
l -

1 + COG3 ft,; uniform in cos/9 and a 

(1 + cos* ft,) sin 10 + X' • sin' ft,(l + cos' 0) 
(1 + cos" ft,) cos 10 + X3 • sin" ft, sin' 0 

The 1 + prediction depends upon one unknown parameter X = ^e, where .4, and A\ are 
the helicity 0 and I production amplitudes of the iota. For the particular value X'1 — 2, the 
distribution of cos/? is uniform, identical to that predicted for a Jp = 0~. However, in this 
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case, the 0 7 distributions are very different: 1 + | sin3 ft, for Jp = 1 + compared to 1 + cos' 0 7 

for Jp = 0 - . The distribution of cos/?, shown in Fig. 6 with the MonteCarlo acceptance, is 
uniform and therefore compatible with a JF = 0" assignment or 1 + if JC = 2. The spin-parity 
0~ is obviously preferred by the cos 8^ distribution (Fig. 6c and Fig. 6d). More quantitatively, 
the full spin-parity analysis, which is performed in the three dimensional space (9^,f},a), gives 
the following ratios of likelihood values: 

C(o-)~e £{o~)-e 

40 

30 

20 

-• io 
o .̂ 
in 
UJ 0 
EE 
v-
•z 

800 

400 -

n 1 i r 

r|u%nlHl4lH 
\ 

(a) 

J L 

^^X^V^HH^h/^^ 

_ J_ 1 1 
(b> -

1 l 
-0 .8 -0 .4 0 

cos£ 
0.4 0.8 -0.8 -0.4 0.4 0.8 

CQ5Sy 

Figure 6. Jji> —* 7i,i -+ KsK±n± : a) Distibution of cos/3 b) Monte Carlo 
acceptance c) Distribution of cos Sn and the 0~ prediction d) Distribution 
of cos&j and the 1 + prediction (Mark III ). 

3.2 t - » i V RADIATIVE DECAYS 

The radiative decay widths probe the quark content of the iota, as they do for the rj and 
rf pseudoscalar mesons.1 2 

Three experiments have looked for the iota in the double radiative decay channel J/il> —» 
iX, X —* fp". The -)p° effective mass distributions are shown in Fig. 7. The spectrum has 
two main features: a huge narrow t)1 peak and a relatively Woad structure around 1400 MeV, 
particularly visible in the Mark III and Crystal Ball 1 3 data. There is some excess of events 
on the lower mass side of the 1400 MeV structure which might be due to the presence of 
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Jfifi -t 7/(1270) or J / 0 -»^(1275) decays. The parameters of this structure (Mark HI), 

= 1434 ±20 MeV 
width =133 ± 5 0 MeV, 

are the result of a three BrehVWigner fit where the parameters of the first tiro were fixed at 
those of the if' and /(1270). The branching ratio B(J/4> -f ",X(U00)) x B(X(U00) -» V ) 
is given in Tab. 7. These values vary slightly when the fj(1275) parameters are used instead 
of those of the f(l270). Although its mass and width are very similar to the iota parameters, 
a spin-parity determination is required to definitively identify the signal. Unfortunately, the 
present amount of data does not allow this type of analysis. But the consistency between 11. 
observed angular distributions and those predicted for a 0~ state can be checked. The angles 
that describe the decay are defined in Fig. 8. The observed distributions are consistent with 
a Jp = 0~ assignment (see Fig. 9.); 1 + COB'0 for 0llt uhiform hi cosft,, and sin'f for 6t. 
If we attribute the signal In the iota, using rtot(i) = 100 ± 10 MeV, we get the substantial 
partial width r(Jf(1400) ->•iff) = (2± 1) x £{X(1400) -> KRx) MeV. In this case, the iota 
contains probably a substantial amount of light non-strange quarks. 

• i ~* -y^ and i -» nrw 

These two decay modes have been looked for by Mark III. The absence of a signal implies 
the following 90% C.L. upper limits 

B(J/ij> -* -rt) - B(t -»i4>) < 2.1 x 10~« 

B(J /0 -* -yt) • B(i -* *iu) < 2.3 x 10~4 

t* "' *-FL„. 
r > 

(C) M 
JS. « 
s. 

s <• L £ Ai & •» II il I1J1 • * . i W LI 1 ' hnln 
' r*! " "'W/lJ! i 

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 

m[ypf] (GeV) 

500 1000 1500 2000 
Sba (HeV) \M 

11 
IGeVI 

4910AB 

Figure 7. Jfi> -* nX,X —• -yp": iff effective mass distribution. Tbe continuous line 
is the result of a fit to three Breit-Wignera and a linear background, a) Mark HI 
b) Crystal Ball c) DM2. 
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Table 7. 3/4 -* ^Jf(1400),X(1400) -* tff branching 
ratio. The mass and width of the 1400 MeV structure 
were respectively fixed at 1440 MeV and 55 MeV in the 
Crystal Ball fit. 

Collaboration B[J/4-> -7^(1400)) 
x3(X(1400) -»ip") 

Crystal Ball 1 3 (0.88 ±0.28 ±0.15)10-* 
Markm (1.1 ±0.24 ± 055} «r* 

Figure 9. Angular distributions in the 
iota region, a) and b) Mark III (Mass 
range: 1300 to 160C MeV) c) and 
d) Crystal Ball (mass range: 1350 to 
1550 MeV). Note that the cos P. dis
tribution from Crystal Ball is plotted 
from 0 to l. 

4. THETA(lOTO) 

The present status of the 0(1690) is summarized in Tab. 8. The new results, in particular 
the evidence obtained for the 4(1990) —» r+x~~ decay mode, should help to understand its 
nature. 

4.1 SPIN AND PARITY 

Because it decays Into twr Bpinless mesons, the parity and charge conjugation of the 
0(1590) are both equal to {-1)L- Its production in J/4 radiative decays Implies C = + 1. 
Therefore, its allowed Jp assignments are 0 + + , 2 + + , 4 + + The full spin-parity analysis of 
the J/4 -* f0( 1690), 0(1690) -> K+K~ decay channel, performed by Mark HI, prefers the 8+ 
assignment over 0+ at the S9.996 confidence level. 1 6- 1 7 The X+K~ effective mass distribution 
is shown in Fig. 10; the /'(1525) and the 0(1690) peaks are well separated. 

Figure 8. Angles describing the de
cay sequence J/4 -* iX, X —»ip". 
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Table 8. 0(1690) present experimental status. New measurements appear in 
Italics. Upper limits are given at the 90% confidence level. 

Collaboration Decay mass width B(4>-*T9) 

mode (MeV) (MeV) xB[$~+X) 
Crystal Ballw>1* «?1 

W 
Kit 

1670 ± 5 0 160 ± 8 0 (3.6 ±1.6)10-* 
< 2.110~* 
< 6 10-* 

Markm K+K- 1720±10 130 ±20 (4.«±ae±a9)io-* 

KK* 
K+K-r**-

1713 ±15 (1.6 ±0.4 ±0.3) KT* 
< 2J0 10~* 
< 2A UT* 
< 1.0 10~* 

Mark II" K+K~ 1708 ± 3 0 156 ± 6 0 (6.0 ±0.9 ±2 A) 10"* 
< 3.2 10"* 

DM29 K+K~ 1718 ±29 233 ±75 

V „ * k - (G&r: 

Figure 10. Jf1> -» fK+K~: K+K~ ef
fective mass distribution (Mark i n ). 

4.2 

0.9 I.I i.3 I.5 1.7 1.9 2 . . 2 .3 
, „ Mw*»- (GeV! . w 

Figure 11. J/fj> -> iit+ir~ : JT+JT - effec
tive mass distribution (Mark III), 

4(1690) -f *+x~ 

The x+9" effective mass distribution, shown in Fig. 11, reveals the presence of two 
additional structures above the /(1270). The fit performed includes three incoherent Brett-
Wigners. The first one has its parameters fixed at those of the /(1270), and the T of the 
second one is set at J30 MeV, the measured 0(1690) width. The mass of the second peak 
is found to be 1713 ± 15 MeV, consistent with the 0(1690) mass. The signal can not be 
definitively attributed to the 0(1690) unless a spin and parity analysis is performed. Yet, the 
angular distributions are similar in the irir and KK channels. Using the helicity amplitude 
ratios found in the spin-parity analysis of the J/ij> —> fK+X~ channel, one finds that 
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B(J/i/> -»i9(ieOO)) • B(6(IGM) -* Jr+jr_) = (1.6 ± 0.4 ± 0.3)10"* 

Because of the possible interference between the /(1270) and 9(1690) amplitudes (and perhaps 
the observed third structure), the true branching ratio ought be smaller.16 

The parameters of the third structure, 

mass = 2086±15MeV 
width =210±63MeV, 

agree with those of the A(2030). However, its branching ratio, 

B{J/TI> — lX(2100)) X B(X{21QQ) — TT+TT") = (3.0 ±0.5 ± 0.6)l(r 4, 

is quite large for a Jp = 4 + state, which is not expected to be strongly produced in the Jj\l> 
radiative decays. 

5. RECENT RESULTS ON CHARMONIUM STATES 

Finally, I would like to present preliminary results on the x(3510), x(3555), and JJC(2980) 
states from the last CERN-ISR experiment,18 whose setup is shown in Fig. 12. The CERN 
complex is used to produce an intense p beam in which = is reduced to ±5 x 10~4 by the 
CERN-ISR stochastic cooling system. A high luminosity, 3 x 10 3 0 cm"!B"', is achieved by the 
use of a hydrogen molecular beam target. The detector consists cf a two-arm non-magnetic 
spectrometer with good -y/jr° and «*/«•* separations. Its geometrical acceptance for two 
photons (electrons) is ^ 12%. 

H 2 

/ A r m 2 \ 

P 

\ Arm 1 / 

\ / 

Figure 12. Schema of the CERN R704 
experiment. 
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The following formation/decay sequences were looked for: 
• pp —• J/fp -* e + e 
• PP— x t * 5 1 0 ) «r x(355S) - • 7 - W 

U «+e" 
• j*-nj«(»80)-*-inr 

For each resonance, an excitation curve at constructed by changing the p b.iam momen
tum in appropriate steps. The error on the mass scale which depends on the knowledge 
of the p beam mean momentum is smaller than 0.3 MeV. The reconstructed J/V> mass, 
3096.95to;if MeV, is in excellent agreement with previous measurements and provides an
other check of the mass scale. 

The two x states were identified by their decay to TrJ/0. Their excitation curveB are shown 
in Fig. 13; the shape results from the convolution of the beam profile and the x Breit-Wigner. 
The x(3510) line-shape, which is the mirror image of the beam profile, suggests a rather small 
width. The background, estimated by an off-resonance measurement, is negligible. 

The results are given ia Tab. 9. Using the Mark III measurement of B{ije -t- pp), we 
deduce 

B(jj e - TT) = (3.9 ± 4.0)10"*, 

where the statistical and systematic errors have been combined quadratically. 

200 

_. 150-

u 100 -
a. u U 

b 50 h 

\ 1 1 

( a ) 

1 i 

(b) 

1 

— < 1 — 

-U-

- H I — -

.4-
^ - • J L - — 1 

'•4 
i • 

3508 35(0 3512 3514 3550 3555 3560 3565 

S . 8 J MASS { .MeV/c z ) 4>HUI . 

Figure 13. Excitation curve: a) x(3510) b) x(3555) 

Table 9. Preliminary results from &704. 

Charmonlitm 
State 

Mass 
(MeV) 

HX^PP) 
(eV) 

B(tie -» pp) 
*B(i)c -»Tt) 

III
 

3511.4 ±0.3 ±0.4 
3556.8 ±0.4 ±0.4 

62 ± 1 5 

208j^ 
(4-3 ± 3.6)10~T 
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6. SUMMARY 

The measurement of the J/i> —» Vector+Pseudoscalar branching ratios suggests that the 
light quark content of the rj' is smaller than one, in contrast to that of the 17. 

The spin-parity of the. (.(1440) and 0(1690) are now well established: 0" for the iota and 
2 + for the theta. 

There is evidence for the radiative decay ((1440) -» 7/?° and for the 0(1690) -* sr+jr~ 
decay mode. 

Preliminary determinations of the x ( 3 5 1 0 ) aa^ x(->555) pp partial widths, and of the 
B(?)c -* Tr) branching ratio have been obtained. 
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